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Forward

Never before have we been so excited about website design—with a better, smarter, 
agile, and data-driven approach that minimizes the risks and frustrations of traditional  
web design and development.

The bad news—the traditional website design model is fundamentally broken. 

The good news—there is a new gold standard for delivering results and bringing 
measurable business value through web design called Growth-Driven Design.

Think about your previous web design project. 

• How would you describe the overall experience?

• Was it launched on time or were there unexpected delays?

• Did it stay in scope and within budget?

• How much energy, time and effort on your part did it take to finally launch?

• How much updating and improvement have you made since then?

• How excited are you to do another website redesign?

If you have been through a traditional website redesign, it is highly likely that you  
are not really looking forward to repeating the process! 

This ebook is a must read to learn how Growth-Driven Design avoids the inherent  
risks and headaches of traditional website design.
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You need a website  
that generates more  
visitors, more leads, 
more revenue, and  
a substantial leg up  
on your competition.

Introduction
Your website is your #1 top marketing asset! It is the central hub of all of your sales and 
marketing activity and is an investment in your core brand. It can also be your company’s 
number one salesperson, working 24 hours a day, seven days a week, to nurture, educate and 
guide your prospects through the buyer’s journey and towards a closed deal.

It is typically the first place buyers look when they want to learn more about your products 
and services, your company and your value. And for many companies, their website is equally 
important for attracting and retaining top talent.

Studies from top authorities such as Salesforce, HubSpot and Forbes have shown that more 
than 70% of the buyer’s journey is complete before a buyer reaches out to sales. Today’s 
buyers research their problems and find potential solutions long before you are aware they 
are even looking. The sooner you can create awareness of your products and services and 
show prospects what you do and how it helps them, the greater your chances of winning  
the business. 

How do you best do that? With your company website. 

of the buyer’s journey  

is complete BEFORE  a  

buyer even reaches out  

to a sales person
70%
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Traditional Website Design is Broken
There are fundamentally two methods of website design today (1) The traditional method 
we have been accustomed to for decades and (2) the modern method a.k.a. Growth-Driven 
Design (GDD), Incremental Improvement, or Continuous Improvement.

Based on years of experience, we are not going to be shy about our feelings that the 
traditional method of website design is fundamentally broken. Traditional website design 
is both risky (from a budget control and timeline perspective) and generally produces 
suboptimal results in terms of impact, and demand generation.

Poor results and frustrations are not due to an inherent lack of talent or budget, these 
problems happen because of a broken playbook.

Large upfront 
cost

Large time 
and resource 
commitment

Over budget, 
inflexible, 

inevitable delays

No assurance of 
performance

Stagnation 
and declining 
effectiveness 
post-launch

Top 5 biggest drawbacks of traditional website design

$$$$
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5 Biggest Risks of Traditional Website Design

1. Large Upfront Cost
The average website redesign for small-to-medium-sized businesses can cost 
between $15,000 and $80,000—and even more for an enterprise business—a 
substantial upfront cost for most businesses. Not only is it difficult to accurately 
budget for the entire project, but typically one-half to full payment is required 
in advance prior to creating a strategy—asking you to make a financial 
commitment without knowing the impact the website will have on your business.

The broken traditional estimating process 
Here’s how the traditional approach works: You convey to a website company 
what it is that you think you want, what functionality you think you need, how 
many pages you think will be required, and any other details that allow a website 
company to present a comprehensive estimate and scope of work. If you notice, 
that is a whole lot of thinking but not a lot of knowing. Finally, you approve a 
scope of work and timeline and sign the agreement.

Only after these crucial decisions are made does the strategy development 
phase—determining how this project will benefit your business—begin.  
It seems kind of backward.

2. Large Time & Resource Commitment
A typical website redesign is a long journey. On average, it takes three to six 
months to design and build a website. During this time, heavy demands are 
placed on the time and energy of your internal company resources to provide 
images, text, and feedback. And while these resources are being stressed, you still 
won’t have business results to show from it until after the website  
eventually launches. 

It’s enough to make anyone uneasy.

$$$$
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Content—the biggest time commitment 
Content is the #1 reason that causes website project timelines to derail and 
frustration set in. 

In many cases, website buyers don’t realize that when they hire a traditional 
website design company, the process still requires a lot of work, involvement, 
and time from their team. Remember that all text, images, videos, etc. will 
typically be due—approved and final for all pages—prior to the beginning of 
the development phase. If content delivery is delayed, the project stalls—let the 
sighing begin. And, keep in mind that changes to content after development has 
started will usually add additional time and cost as well.

Content creation is the #1 reason that causes a traditional  
website timeline to stall, causing delayed launch, lower return  
on investment and frustration for everyone involved.

 
3. Over Budget, Not Flexible, Delays, Delays, Delays 
Because of all the variables, unknowns, and moving parts, it is all too common that 
part way through the traditional process something changes or unanticipated 
discoveries are made—no matter how well you plan—because new information 
will always emerge as time goes by.

This makes it quite common for a traditional website project to be delayed (as 
new ideas are contemplated) and/or run over budget (if those ideas are added to 
the scope of work), ultimately resulting in a lower return on marketing investment 
(ROMI) and frustration for everyone involved.

Development—The long, drawn-out phase for traditional websites 
The development phase of traditional websites can take 8-12 weeks or more 
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depending on the type of functionality required and page count. Meanwhile, you 
wait. It is typically during this wait that more great ideas bubble up and changes 
and additions get requested. So here it comes again, more change orders and 
additional fees, and no client wants to hear about change orders or reasons why 
they can’t have what they want. But, unfortunately, one of the many downsides of 
traditional website design is little flexibility to pivot without incurring additional 
expense because the fees agreed upfront were intended to cover the original (and 
now outdated) scope of work.

4. No Assurance of Performance
Your website project fee is typically paid in full at launch, and before you know 
what impact the website will have on your business. The new website is launched 
using assumptions, hypotheses, and historical information instead of actual user 
data based on up-to-date measurements. 

The traditional website development process is missing key components required 
for the success of any business investment.

1. A strategy

2. A way to measure performance

3. A mechanism to adjust and improve

But there is a better way, a new way to approach your website 
that holds tremendous potential for you and your business. It’s 
time to take a step back and challenge the assumptions of the 
traditional web design process. 

 

Luke Summerfield, HubSpot
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5. Post-Launch Stagnation
At long last, your website is launched! You sign off on final approvals and your 
new site goes live. However, by now months have passed and your new website 
is already out of date. But you have spent so much time, budget and energy, and 
your team may not have the additional resources to continuously improve the site. 
And so it sits...

Whatever the reason; “No time”, “Spent all our budget”, “Other focuses”, etc. we 
let our website—our #1 marketing asset and best salesperson—sit relatively 
unchanged for years. This is clearly not an ideal way to optimize website 
performance, yet many companies continue to do it.

After launch, a traditional website typically sits with no major 
updates for 1.5 to 2 years. 

While all marketers agree that the website is critical to business 
growth, 42% of marketers make impactful improvements to their 
website only once or less each year. 

 

(Source, HubSpot)
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The Smarter Way to Think  
About Website Design

Growth-Driven Design (GDD) is a completely new way of thinking about building and 
growing your website.

Businesses with a growth goal need to find a superior 
process that avoids all of the risks we mentioned in 
the traditional web design process. They also need a 
process that produces a peak performing website— 
one that is quick, agile and produces better results  
and return on investment (ROI). 

Enter Growth-Driven Design—a smarter approach to 
web design that reduces the frustration and risk of 
traditional web design.

The Growth-Driven Design Impact

Quicker Time to Value
GDD websites require less upfront time, energy and resources from your company and 
launch in about half the time of a traditional website with substantially less upfront cost.

Drives Better Results from Revenue
Traditional web design has a broken “set it and forget it” mentality. Growth-Driven Design has 
a continuous “improvement over time” mentality—a better playbook for growth.

Creates Happier Clients
Clients are more satisfied with the GDD process compared with traditional web design. Who 
wouldn’t be with more flexibility, a better timeline, reduced upfront costs, and data-driven 
refinements leading to quicker time to value?

Growth-Driven Design 
methodology—a smarter 
approach to web design 
that reduces the frustrations 
and risks associated with 
traditional web design.
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Risks of Traditional Web Design 

• High upfront cost

• Requires large one-time budget

• High risk of out of scope needs  
emerging during development

• High potential for schedule delays

• Harder to drive measurable  
long-term results

• Assumptions are based on  
historical experience

• Longer delivery time with zero impact  
on sales during development—can  
drag on for months

• Becomes neglected post-launch with 
few impactful improvements

Advantages of Growth-Driven Design

• Cost spread out over time

• Consistent monthly investment— 
easier to budget

• Process allows for flexibility as needs  
are uncovered—no scope creep

• Schedules and scope are predictable

• Measurable results drive revenue  
and growth

• Decisions are made based on actual 
user data, not assumptions

• Start capturing and converting leads 
sooner—often within 60 days

• Continuous impactful improvements 
drive results

Growth-Driven Design vs. Traditional Web Design

Customers see a quicker time to value with GDD.

GROWTH-DRIVEN DESIGN

OPTIMIZE WITH REAL DATA

SET AND FORGET

TRADITIONAL WEB DESIGN

60 DAYS

108 DAYS
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Growth-Driven Design— 
The Smarter Process

1. Estimate
GDD websites are much easier to estimate that the traditional method because of the nature 
of the process, the project remains flexible and adapts with new insights and priorities. A 
GDD website project begins without needing to know all of the requirements. 

The project is a predictable investment usually broken 
up in monthly payments over a 6-12 month period—
this time frame is pre-agreed for continuous improve-
ment based on specific goals and budgets. The actual 
details and priorities are decided during the strategy 
phase when all of the great ideas, deep discovery, and 
brainstorming happens. Priorities are based on data, 
analysis and strategy, not hypotheses. 

This sounds better already, doesn’t it?

2. Strategy
The strategy phase is critical for success and driving growth. Strategy workshops help us  
gain an understanding of your company, clients, and what it will take to reach your goals.  
We realize that clients don’t hire an agency to create “stuff” they hire us for results and 
growth. A website needs to help your business grow, or it’s not a successful website.

First, we will look at the overall performance goals for the company as well as the specific 
goals for the website. Next, we help you develop persona profiles for each different type of 
group that visits your website. Growth-Driven Design centers around the website visitor, so  
it is critically important to fully research and develop your persona profiles in the beginning, 
as they will set the stage for all future activities.

Unlike traditional “set it and 
forget it” website design, 
Growth-Driven Design has 
a continuous “improvement 
over time” mentality—a  
better playbook for growth.
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Then, we create a list of requirements and a “wish list,” which we prioritize based on the  
performance goals established by the strategy. This phase builds a solid foundation on  
which to build your launchpad website. 

3. Platform (Launchpad) Website Design and Development
In the traditional web design process, we think of the launching of the website as the finish. 
In Growth-Driven Design it is the complete opposite. The day your site launches is just  
the beginning! 

We use all of the data and priorities established in the strategy phase to quickly launch your 
new website with the goal of it looking and performing better than the site you have today, 
but is not the final product. The initial launch phase is usually completed within 60-90 days.

The result of launching quickly, without sacrificing quality, 
is to start collecting real user data as visitors interact with 
the site. This data is then used to drive decisions on how  
to further improve the website.

Launching quickly also creates a quicker time to value  
as compared to the typical six or more months for a  
traditional website design project.

Can you feel the weight being lifted from your shoulders?

4. Continuous Improvement
Now the real fun begins! You now have a new launchpad website and a roadmap to start  
your on-going cycles to continuously experiment, learn and improve your website. While  
the highest impact items on your wish list have been implemented in your launchpad, you 
still have a list of action items that will be used to continuously improve your website based 
on actual user data. We now enter a cycle of prioritize, improve, iterate, experiment and learn. 

The goal of the continuous improvement stage is to start identifying the high-impact actions 
you can take to grow your business based on real user data.

Growth-Driven Design 
drives optimal results  
by learning about  
your visitors through 
data and continually 
improving the perfor-
mance of the site.
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Just launched a new website?

Have you recently launched a website but want to implement the  
Growth-Driven Design continuous improvement model? No problem!

You can use your new website as your launchpad website and move  
right to phase 2, the on-going cycle of Growth-Driven Design.

The Three Pillars of Growth-Driven Design
 
All of the challenges associated with the broken traditional web design process are now 
solved with the new playbook, Growth-Driven Design. This is the future of web design and 
the playbook for building a peak-performing website.

1. Minimize Risks Associated with Traditional Web Design
Growth-Driven Design works to avoid the risks of traditional web design by taking a  
systematic approach to shorten the time to launch and focusing on measurable impact  
with continuous learning and improvement phases.

2. Continuously Learn and Improve
The Growth-Driven Design process evolves by constantly researching, testing and learning 
about our visitors. This allows for a data-driven approach to on-going website improvements. 
This continuous improvement leads to a peak-performing, user-centric website that increases 
your ROI.

3. Sharing Insights Between Marketing and Sales
As we learn, those insights get shared between marketing and sales. Remembering that your 
website is at the core of your sales and marketing efforts, imagine the impact better  
sales and marketing alignment with user-driven data will have on your business.
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Summary
 
Growth-Driven Design methodology is a smarter approach to web design that reduces the 
frustration and risk of traditional web design. GDD offers a quicker time to value, drives better 
results from revenue, and creates happier clients.

While we can’t tell you whether or not growth-driven design is right for you—that’s an  
internal conversation for you and your team—we can tell you the companies that are  
embracing growth-driven design are seeing significantly better results, driving growth, and 
are much happier overall.

What’s Next? 
 
Now that you have discovered a better and smarter approach for your new website project, 
you may want to learn more about how to adapt and profit with today’s shift in consumer 
buying behavior. 

Internet technology has changed the way people and businesses buy. Inbound marketing 
allows you to get ahead of the curve and respond to this fundamental shift in buyer  
behavior—which keeps you ahead of the competition!

Learn More About:

• How inbound works

• Building a winning campaign plan

• Creating outstanding content

Get Your Copy Of  A Simple Guide to Inbound Marketing  
http://bit.ly/5inboundguide

http://bit.ly/5inboundguide
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